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New Imperatives and Opportunities New Imperatives and Opportunities 

for Nuclear Nonproliferation for Nuclear Nonproliferation 

�� Nuclear fuel cycle technology is spreading (Israel, Nuclear fuel cycle technology is spreading (Israel, 

Pakistan, India, Iran, Brazil, Korean peninsula), but Pakistan, India, Iran, Brazil, Korean peninsula), but ––

�� So are technologies for mutual transparency So are technologies for mutual transparency 

(environmental monitoring, Internet, Google Earth, Digital (environmental monitoring, Internet, Google Earth, Digital 

Globe, Wiki Leaks, ….)Globe, Wiki Leaks, ….)

�� Aside from North Korea, mutual paranoia from Cold War Aside from North Korea, mutual paranoia from Cold War 

communistcommunist--capitalist divide is dissipatingcapitalist divide is dissipating——greater nuclear greater nuclear 

transparency is politically plausible; transparency is politically plausible; 

�� Shared deShared de--carbonization imperative = greater impetus for carbonization imperative = greater impetus for 

international nuclear cooperationinternational nuclear cooperation..



�� “Legal withdrawal”  and “illegal breakout” scenarios“Legal withdrawal”  and “illegal breakout” scenarios

A state can withdraw from the NPT and IAEA safeguards A state can withdraw from the NPT and IAEA safeguards 
and divert to military purposes nuclear technology and and divert to military purposes nuclear technology and 
materials previously declared for peaceful usematerials previously declared for peaceful use

Undeclared facilitiesUndeclared facilities
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�� Undeclared facilitiesUndeclared facilities

Small gas centrifuge and laser enrichment plants can be Small gas centrifuge and laser enrichment plants can be 
hidden from inspectors and national technical means of hidden from inspectors and national technical means of 
surveillance for a considerable period surveillance for a considerable period 

�� Covert SNT acquisition and productionCovert SNT acquisition and production

National fuel cycle programs can provide cover for National fuel cycle programs can provide cover for 
importation and domestic manufacture of sensitive nuclear importation and domestic manufacture of sensitive nuclear 
technologies for military purposestechnologies for military purposes



�� NPTNPT--compliant compliant “virtual weapon state” “virtual weapon state” –– logical logical 

culmination of fully vindicating national Article IV culmination of fully vindicating national Article IV 

“rights” to nuclear fuel cycle technology“rights” to nuclear fuel cycle technology

Low Low --confidence  and/or untimely capability for confidence  and/or untimely capability for �� Low Low --confidence  and/or untimely capability for confidence  and/or untimely capability for 

detecting detecting diversion from bulkdiversion from bulk--handling facilitieshandling facilities

�� Current and future civil fuel cycle capabilities under Current and future civil fuel cycle capabilities under 

autonomous national control are a formidable autonomous national control are a formidable barrier barrier 

to global eliminationto global elimination of nuclear weapon stockpilesof nuclear weapon stockpiles
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�� Universal applicationUniversal application

Encompass all sensitive nuclear  fuel cycle facilities in all Encompass all sensitive nuclear  fuel cycle facilities in all 
states, starting with uranium enrichment facilitiesstates, starting with uranium enrichment facilities

�� NonNon--discriminatorydiscriminatory

Control regime should apply with equal rigor to weaponControl regime should apply with equal rigor to weapon-- and and 
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Control regime should apply with equal rigor to weaponControl regime should apply with equal rigor to weapon-- and and 
nonnon--weapon states weapon states –– justified by broad reach of justified by broad reach of 
terrorist/criminal diversion threats, longterrorist/criminal diversion threats, long--term vision of term vision of 
verifiable elimination of nuclear arsenalsverifiable elimination of nuclear arsenals

�� Strengthen IAEA authority and safeguards Strengthen IAEA authority and safeguards 

Improvements should strengthen, rather than diminish, the Improvements should strengthen, rather than diminish, the 
IAEA’s safeguards role and functionsIAEA’s safeguards role and functions



�� No interference with commercial marketNo interference with commercial market
IImprovements should not impede normal functioning of mprovements should not impede normal functioning of 
international commercial market for nuclear fuel servicesinternational commercial market for nuclear fuel services

�� Objective is enduring NP assurance, Objective is enduring NP assurance, notnot facility facility 
management  by an “international authority”management  by an “international authority”
Primary responsibility for safe operations & environmental Primary responsibility for safe operations & environmental Primary responsibility for safe operations & environmental Primary responsibility for safe operations & environmental 
compliance should remain with operating company and compliance should remain with operating company and 
relevant regulatory authoritiesrelevant regulatory authorities

�� DurableDurable Nonproliferation Assurance Nonproliferation Assurance is a required is a required 
cost of nuclear energy for peaceful purposescost of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes
Cost should be recovered in the price of nuclear fuel through Cost should be recovered in the price of nuclear fuel through 
a modest tariff on fuel cycle servicesa modest tariff on fuel cycle services
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�� Establish new freestanding Establish new freestanding “International Nuclear “International Nuclear 
Fuel Cycle Association” (INFCAFuel Cycle Association” (INFCA) alongside IAEA) alongside IAEA

�� Conduct enrichment (and later reprocessing) Conduct enrichment (and later reprocessing) 
activities within longactivities within long--term term “Internationally“Internationally--Secured Secured 
Leased Areas” (ISLAs)Leased Areas” (ISLAs) controlled by the INFCAcontrolled by the INFCA
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�� ISLA contracts would endure for ISLA contracts would endure for entire lifeentire life--cycle cycle of of 
a civil nuclear fuel cycle facility, through end of a civil nuclear fuel cycle facility, through end of 
decommissioning, even in the event a state decommissioning, even in the event a state 
withdraws from the NPTwithdraws from the NPT

�� INFCA would INFCA would certify legitimate producers certify legitimate producers and track and track 
certified endcertified end--uses of critical components for uses of critical components for 
enrichment and reprocessingenrichment and reprocessing



�� INFCA would have its own founding statute ratified INFCA would have its own founding statute ratified 

by its membersby its members

�� Obligations to, and terms of cooperation with UN, Obligations to, and terms of cooperation with UN, 

would be set forth in an agreement approved by GAwould be set forth in an agreement approved by GAwould be set forth in an agreement approved by GAwould be set forth in an agreement approved by GA

�� Agreement for Cooperation with IAEAAgreement for Cooperation with IAEA

�� New Protocol to existing IAEA safeguards New Protocol to existing IAEA safeguards 

agreements is main legal mechanism by which fuelagreements is main legal mechanism by which fuel--

cycle countries assume obligation to provide cycle countries assume obligation to provide 

additional layer of nonproliferation assuranceadditional layer of nonproliferation assurance
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�� States joining INFCA would ratify and implement new APStates joining INFCA would ratify and implement new AP--

SNF agreeing to additional nonproliferation assurance SNF agreeing to additional nonproliferation assurance 

measuresmeasures
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�� States that have not ratified both the proposed APStates that have not ratified both the proposed AP--SNF, SNF, andand

the IAEA’s existing INFCIRC/540 (“Additional Protocol”),  the IAEA’s existing INFCIRC/540 (“Additional Protocol”),  

could not receive fuel cycle services from states that have could not receive fuel cycle services from states that have 

agreed to the APagreed to the AP--SNF. SNF. 

�� Similarly, states that adhere to the APSimilarly, states that adhere to the AP--SNF agree not to SNF agree not to 

accept fuel cycle services from any state that has not agreed accept fuel cycle services from any state that has not agreed 

to it. to it. 



�� IAEA would retain responsibility for IAEA would retain responsibility for ––

�� setting safeguards requirementssetting safeguards requirements

�� conducting safeguards inspectionsconducting safeguards inspections

�� enforcing safeguards agreements at INFCA sites enforcing safeguards agreements at INFCA sites 
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�� INFCA would INFCA would notnot assume any existing IAEA functionsassume any existing IAEA functions

�� IAEA inspectors would have IAEA inspectors would have assured immediate assured immediate 
accessaccess to all facilities in leased areas through to all facilities in leased areas through 
permanent INFCApermanent INFCA--controlled portal.controlled portal.

�� Full cooperation with IAEA would be a continuing Full cooperation with IAEA would be a continuing 
condition of INFCA membershipcondition of INFCA membership



�� Would continue to exercise national licensing authority over Would continue to exercise national licensing authority over 
fuel cycle activities conducted within the ISLA fuel cycle activities conducted within the ISLA 

�� OnOn--site physical security would continue to be a shared site physical security would continue to be a shared 
responsibility of the memberresponsibility of the member--state and commercial state and commercial 
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responsibility of the memberresponsibility of the member--state and commercial state and commercial 
operators, in states where this is the common practice operators, in states where this is the common practice 

�� Under an ISLA contract, INFCA would be ceded the Under an ISLA contract, INFCA would be ceded the 
necessary authorities to establish, at or inside the ISLA site necessary authorities to establish, at or inside the ISLA site 
boundary, the access controls and procedures required for boundary, the access controls and procedures required for 
INFCA and IAEA to carry out their respective INFCA and IAEA to carry out their respective 
nonproliferation assurance tasks nonproliferation assurance tasks 
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USEC Portsmouth Site: Gaseous Diffusion Plant (Shut Down) & Proposed Gas Centrifuge Plant (US)
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Area Leased by the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Association



Seversk Gas Centrifuge Uranium Enrichment Plant (Russia)
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Approximate Area to be Leased 

by the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Association
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Barrier
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Seversk (Tomsk-7; Siberian Chemical Combine), Tomskaya Oblast



URENCO Gas Centrifuge Uranium Enrichment Plant (Germany)
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Approximate Area to be Leased by the 

International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Association



Natanz Gas Centrifuge Uranium Enrichment Plant (Iran)
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Area Leased by the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Association



INFCA’s Certification Authority INFCA’s Certification Authority -- 11

�� INFCA leased area contracts would set forth INFCA leased area contracts would set forth 

requirements related to: requirements related to: 

�� Civilian ownership and management of fuel cycle Civilian ownership and management of fuel cycle 

facilitiesfacilitiesfacilitiesfacilities

�� Safeguards access and physical security  Safeguards access and physical security  

�� Observance of existing international standards and Observance of existing international standards and 

conventions for protecting environment, safety, and conventions for protecting environment, safety, and 

healthhealth



�� INFCAINFCA--ISLA contracts providing for nonproliferation ISLA contracts providing for nonproliferation 

assurance would specify facility limits on key plant assurance would specify facility limits on key plant 

parameters, including:parameters, including:

�� Enrichment level  ( < 20 % UEnrichment level  ( < 20 % U--235 )235 )�� Enrichment level  ( < 20 % UEnrichment level  ( < 20 % U--235 )235 )

�� Plant capacity and configurationPlant capacity and configuration

�� Inventories of feed materials and enriched product Inventories of feed materials and enriched product 

stored on site, or at intermediate storage sites (if these stored on site, or at intermediate storage sites (if these 

are allowed under the terms of the agreement)are allowed under the terms of the agreement)
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�� Member request for certification of a new facility/capacity Member request for certification of a new facility/capacity 

expansion would require collateral submission ofexpansion would require collateral submission of::

�� “Nonproliferation Impact Statement” “Nonproliferation Impact Statement” by INFCA staff, with by INFCA staff, with 

mandatory IAEA review and comment, assessing : civil mandatory IAEA review and comment, assessing : civil 

purpose, economic  case, energypurpose, economic  case, energy--security rationale, local security rationale, local purpose, economic  case, energypurpose, economic  case, energy--security rationale, local security rationale, local 

/regional security environments, and reasonable /regional security environments, and reasonable 

alternatives that could satisfy “purpose and need” for the alternatives that could satisfy “purpose and need” for the 

proposed facilityproposed facility

�� An Environmental Impact Statement An Environmental Impact Statement from the appropriate from the appropriate 

regulatory authorities in the requesting nation demonregulatory authorities in the requesting nation demon--

starting full compliance with applicable standardsstarting full compliance with applicable standards
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�� INFCA Executive Committee responsible for making INFCA Executive Committee responsible for making 

recommendation to the full Board regarding facility recommendation to the full Board regarding facility 

certification requests conveyed by staffcertification requests conveyed by staff

ThreeThree--fifths majority vote (60%) of the full Board required to fifths majority vote (60%) of the full Board required to �� ThreeThree--fifths majority vote (60%) of the full Board required to fifths majority vote (60%) of the full Board required to 

grant certificationgrant certification

�� Rejection of certification request from a memberRejection of certification request from a member--inin--goodgood--

standing would be “without prejudice” to later restanding would be “without prejudice” to later re--filing of the filing of the 

request:request:
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�� In the event INFCA Board initially rejects a country’s facility In the event INFCA Board initially rejects a country’s facility 

certification request, four possible responsescertification request, four possible responses:  :  

�� Abandon proposal and rely on international marketAbandon proposal and rely on international market

�� Modify project design to meet INFCA concernsModify project design to meet INFCA concerns

�� Defer proposal (if assessed as premature in the context of Defer proposal (if assessed as premature in the context of 

requestor’s civil nuclear program)requestor’s civil nuclear program)

�� Reject INFCA judgment and press aheadReject INFCA judgment and press ahead

�� Last option triggers exclusion from legitimate nuclear market; Last option triggers exclusion from legitimate nuclear market; 

risks INFCA finding that SNF without a nonproliferation risks INFCA finding that SNF without a nonproliferation 

assurance contract threatens international peace and security.assurance contract threatens international peace and security.
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�� INFCA agreements and contracts would spell out range of INFCA agreements and contracts would spell out range of 
immediate measures to limit activities of covered facilities immediate measures to limit activities of covered facilities 
and/or host nation in the event of noncomplianceand/or host nation in the event of noncompliance

�� INFCA Executive Director would have INFCA Executive Director would have shortshort--term site term site 
response authority response authority to:to:
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response authority response authority to:to:

�� restrict/end flow of materials/equipment into or out of an restrict/end flow of materials/equipment into or out of an 
ISLA facilityISLA facility

�� immobilize/impound materials, equipment, records or immobilize/impound materials, equipment, records or 
other assetsother assets

�� Executive Committee would be required to review and affirm, Executive Committee would be required to review and affirm, 
modify or rescind ED’s site response within 15 days, and the modify or rescind ED’s site response within 15 days, and the 
full INFCA Board within 30 daysfull INFCA Board within 30 days



�� DayDay--toto--day physical security would remain responsibility of day physical security would remain responsibility of 
host nation’s civil nuclear agency, local law enforcement, host nation’s civil nuclear agency, local law enforcement, 
and facility operators, as it is todayand facility operators, as it is today

�� INFCA would be ceded authority under an ISLA contract to INFCA would be ceded authority under an ISLA contract to 
establish, at or within the area boundary, a robust inner establish, at or within the area boundary, a robust inner 
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establish, at or within the area boundary, a robust inner establish, at or within the area boundary, a robust inner 
security perimeter and portal(s) controlled by INFCA and security perimeter and portal(s) controlled by INFCA and 
IAEA personnel IAEA personnel 

�� In the event of security threats to the facility, INFCA In the event of security threats to the facility, INFCA 
Director would have inherent authority to implement Director would have inherent authority to implement 
Emergency Security Responses (ESRs) Emergency Security Responses (ESRs) to prevent misuse to prevent misuse 
or loss of sensitive materials and equipment  held within the or loss of sensitive materials and equipment  held within the 
site.site.



Perimeter Security Barrier

Novouralsk (Sverdlovsk-44) Urals Electrochemical Combine, 

Ekaterinburg, Sverdlovskaya Oblast



Entrance portals

Novouralsk (Sverdlovsk-44) Urals Electrochemical Combine, Ekaterinburg, 

Sverdlovskaya Oblast

Parking Lots

Guard Tower

Perimeter Security Barrier



Zelenogorsk Gas Centrifuge Cascade (Russia)
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Area Leased by the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Association



Perimeter

Security

Barrier

Gas Centrifuge 

Cascade 

Buildings

Zelenogorsk (Krasnoyarsk-45) Electrochemical Plant, Zelenogorsk, Krasnoyarskiy Kray



Perimeter Security Barrier

Zelenogorsk (Krasnoyarsk-45) Electrochemical Plant, Zelenogorsk, Krasnoyarskiy Kray

Rail Access



�� Capital assets in the Leased Areas would be owned Capital assets in the Leased Areas would be owned 
and operated by commercial entities, including:and operated by commercial entities, including:

�� Private Firms/Joint Ventures (e.g. USEC, GEPrivate Firms/Joint Ventures (e.g. USEC, GE--Hitachi)Hitachi)

�� StateState--owned corporations (e.g. ROSATOM)owned corporations (e.g. ROSATOM)
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�� StateState--owned corporations (e.g. ROSATOM)owned corporations (e.g. ROSATOM)

�� Mixed public/private ownership  (e.g. AREVA, KEPCO)Mixed public/private ownership  (e.g. AREVA, KEPCO)

�� MultiMulti--national public/private enterprise (e.g. URENCO) national public/private enterprise (e.g. URENCO) 

�� Companies operating facilities, or constructing new Companies operating facilities, or constructing new 
ones, would have to meet INFCA certification ones, would have to meet INFCA certification 
requirements, including requirements, including ban on ownership/ manageban on ownership/ manage--
ment  by military forces or internal security agenciesment  by military forces or internal security agencies



URENCO Enrichment Plant (Netherlands)
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Area Leased by the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Association



URENCO Enrichment Plant (United Kingdom)
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Area Leased by the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Association



Angarsk Gas Centrifuge Plant (Russia)
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Area Leased by the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Association



Gas Centrifuge Cascade Buildings

Electrolyzing Chemical Combine (AEKhK), Angarsk, Irkutskaya Oblast

Perimeter Security Barrier
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Lanzhou Gaseous Diffusion Uranium Enrichment Plant (China)

Area for Lease by the International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Association



�� Customers would order fuel cycle services from Customers would order fuel cycle services from 
commercial facility operators, just as they do todaycommercial facility operators, just as they do today

�� INFCA would ensure that all its financiallyINFCA would ensure that all its financially--solvent, solvent, 
IAEAIAEA--compliant customers would have an available compliant customers would have an available 
source of enrichment and fuelsource of enrichment and fuel--fab servicesfab services
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source of enrichment and fuelsource of enrichment and fuel--fab servicesfab services

�� Should  unlikely market breakdown threaten to strand Should  unlikely market breakdown threaten to strand 
an INFCA memberan INFCA member--inin--good standing good standing ––

�� INFCA would manage LEU reserve buffer stocks INFCA would manage LEU reserve buffer stocks ––
soso--called “fuelcalled “fuel--banks” banks” –– and assign or “reverse and assign or “reverse 
auction” fulfillment of orders for nuclear fuel auction” fulfillment of orders for nuclear fuel 
services to member supplier enterprises.services to member supplier enterprises.



�� ES&H, waste management regulation would remain the ES&H, waste management regulation would remain the 

responsibility of member governments, as it is today, responsibility of member governments, as it is today, exceptexcept

�� INFCA could demand remedy of hazardous conditions that INFCA could demand remedy of hazardous conditions that 

jeopardize the safety of its personnel or the performance of its jeopardize the safety of its personnel or the performance of its 

nonproliferation missionnonproliferation mission
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nonproliferation missionnonproliferation mission

�� Members states could establish more (but not less) protective Members states could establish more (but not less) protective 

standards than those codified at the  international  levelstandards than those codified at the  international  level

�� INFCA would facilitate access to the site by host nation INFCA would facilitate access to the site by host nation 

regulators to examine ES&H records and make independent regulators to examine ES&H records and make independent 

environmental measurementsenvironmental measurements



�� INFCA activities could be financed by a modest INFCA activities could be financed by a modest 

tariff on the market price of SWUs, or by an annual tariff on the market price of SWUs, or by an annual 

facility fee facility fee 
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facility fee facility fee 

�� SWUSWU--cost is a small fraction of the “levelized” fullycost is a small fraction of the “levelized” fully--

amortized cost of nuclearamortized cost of nuclear--generated electricitygenerated electricity

�� Such tariffs would not adversely affect economic Such tariffs would not adversely affect economic 

viability of nuclear power.viability of nuclear power.



�� INFCA Proposal is INFCA Proposal is compatible with perceived Article IV compatible with perceived Article IV 

“right”“right” under the NPT to “fullest possible exchange” of under the NPT to “fullest possible exchange” of 

peaceful nuclear technologypeaceful nuclear technology

�� Such a “right” may be claimed to exist, however, only when Such a “right” may be claimed to exist, however, only when 

assurance of Article I and II NPT compliance is highassurance of Article I and II NPT compliance is highassurance of Article I and II NPT compliance is highassurance of Article I and II NPT compliance is high

�� INFCA Proposal provides such assuranceINFCA Proposal provides such assurance

�� Advances Advances global institutional basis for FMCTglobal institutional basis for FMCT and reduces and reduces 

known barrier to global nuclear weapons eliminationknown barrier to global nuclear weapons elimination

�� Proposal Proposal compatible with current ownership, management compatible with current ownership, management 

and market structures and market structures for global nuclear fuel servicesfor global nuclear fuel services
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�� Proposal removes “peaceful atom” cover story from Proposal removes “peaceful atom” cover story from 

economically noneconomically non--viable effortsviable efforts to deploy sensitive fuel to deploy sensitive fuel 

cycle facilities in support of prospective or beginning cycle facilities in support of prospective or beginning 

nuclear power programsnuclear power programs

�� Requires Requires upup--front political/legal commitment front political/legal commitment removing civil removing civil 

dualdual--use fueluse fuel--cycle facilities from any future role in nuclear cycle facilities from any future role in nuclear dualdual--use fueluse fuel--cycle facilities from any future role in nuclear cycle facilities from any future role in nuclear 

weapon hedge strategies weapon hedge strategies 

�� Creates strong Creates strong economic /technology incentives economic /technology incentives for joining for joining 

control regime control regime toto ensureensure longlong--term market access term market access to most to most 

advanced, costadvanced, cost--effective nuclear fuel serviceseffective nuclear fuel services

�� Requires and promotes Requires and promotes international nuclear cooperation international nuclear cooperation 

and transparency and transparency regarding inherently sensitive activitiesregarding inherently sensitive activities 4141
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